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VOLUME 1
.
I

CHENEY, WASHINGTON

•

Innovations Seen -

OrientalJ.on Fir '61
Gels Underway

IK'S JURS, CO-

SPON O.R ·BOOK
EXeHANGE
'Spurs, a lsophomore wome.n's
!1~n~,rary ~nd the sis1te.r organization of 1EW01s ~ntercoUegiate -Knig~ts, will co-sponsor
the. lK's J1uarterly book exchange spr ing .guarter. The
Pll_l;'J),QSe ol tbis joJ,:qt activity
is Uie str~tndf?he.nin~ @f i~terclub relat1 ns, and the provision of bet er service to .EWC
students thro\lgh the book exchange.
,
'I'he pop lar book exchange,
as in pre ious qual'ters, willprovide a eans for students
to both bu and sell used textbooks whi h is often much
more econdmical from the students' ,poin~ of view.
The locatlon of the exchange
however, h,as been chan~ed
from its o~d location in Showalter haII,·1 to the Cove in the
Student Union Build.in.I,!. It is
felt that t~is central location
will be m.~re convenient for
the student$ using the service.
This year!s exchange will be
in operation March 28-April 7
from .8 a. '1· to i}' p. m. The
last day o~ I -w inter quarter,
though, th~t Ft~day, the exchange will be open for the
purpose of aking in books to
be sold sp)'ing quarter. Students may ~sk their own selling price on their texts.
Next quager. a new feature
will be add~d to the exchange
-a bargain table consisting of
discontinued! and other texts
will have a..J good selection of
books for a ~1.00 price.
Committee members for the
exchange il_}~lude: Herb Roll
and Larry .noy, !K's and Roberta Beck and Linda Knapp,
1
Spurs.

Gradual♦s listed

'

For EW(~s Winter

c~~~:!Te!astern Was~-

ington ColJep;e of Education
students eli~ible for graduation at the ~lose of winter
quarter, will be presented diplomas in informal ceremonies Thursday ,(March 16) afternoon in the tcdllege's student
union.
'
C. W. Qti~nley Jr., EWCE
regist~ar, saiq 19 students are
candidates fol! bachelor of, arts
degree and (17 for bachelor
of arts in education degree.
Students f:tom Spokane applying for the bachelor of arts
degree includ~
- Roger J. Ahern,
Wallace J. B nnett, Otis William Davis. C arles G. Duffy,
Laurence B. ggleston, Arthur
S. Kawaguchi. Ronald N. Leh(continued\ on ~age 4) ..
1

Senior H~l1 Dorm
Officers ~nnounced
Marilu Marson, EWC sophomore, has beer elected president of Senio~ hall. The election, which tc;>ok place last
week, also m~de Mary Buntrock, vice pre~ident; Barbara
Elkington, secrf tary; and Jeanell Halverson, reasurer.
Other office s pn the slate
,for next y~ar are $h11rron
Eaton, AS~ \ r~P,reseptattv~;
Kathie Morris. AWS representative; Judy Webber and Kathy
Kin~, co-social I cpairmen; and
Julie Edelin, dorm program
chairman.
T

AW-S COED

A~ademic. Awards
Proposed
. The Associated students of
EWC, with the aid and cooperation of the local chapter of
Blue Key national men's honorary, is planning to administrate and finance a program of
scholastic · awards to academically outstanding stuaents.
'The first part of the program, as formulated, will involve presentation of a leather-bound book and a shingle to
each graduating senior with a
CGPA' of 3.25 or above. Each
graduating senior eligible for
the award will be contacted at
the beginning of the quarter in
which he is to graduate by the
committee administrating the
program and the student1s department chairman.
At this time he shall make
known his choice of a book
and an alternate book if his
first choice should not be available. The boo)c which he desires, minus the leather bindin~. shall not exceed $15.00
list price.
Tbese aw~rds will be presente<;t at the graduation ceremonies each quarter by the
president .o f the college. Announcement of those eligible
for these awards will appear
soon.

EWC AS · ISLAND PARADISE?

·cam,pus Pla.ns Luau, Hawa·iian Event
MAY SET FOR FEASTING, FUN

9r)entation 1961 is underway! And the titn.e nas arrived
for taking one Qf the first steps
to~efrd achieving a successful
Freshman· , Orientation ·pro~ram. This ste·p js to select
mter,e sted, .qualified, . and cap.~~~le Prienta11on Giudestnose peeple who will make
tlie · first impressions upon the
quiV:ering, awe-stricken, · unsuspecting Freshman.
The task for the 0. G. is big
a~d important; the job must
be undertaken seriously-with
t)le responsibilities of the position ever in mind. However,
a.long with t~ese re~po~~ibilihes come many .fringe beµ~fits ... early registr.atiol), free
"keep" durin~ Big "O" We,e.k,
lots of fun, first glimpse of the
new Frosh girls, aJ.?,d - the
per~onal satisfc,iction of having
s ,u c c es .s f u 11 y completed a
.worthwhile job.
Qualifications for the 0. G.'s
are: a 2.25 C. G. P . A.; preyipus
participation in 0rientation
programs, either as a 'iiew student or as an OG; recGmmendations from a faculty member and a student leader; participation in co-curricular activities; and a willingness to
help make Orientation 1961 a
profitable ·e xperience for all.
Applications will be given to
·the ·dorms and will be placed
in the URiOn early spring quarter; nlan to be ~n OG.
. This is the selling plan an
Orientation chairman, Sharon
Perkins. Eastern's orientation
programs have be·e n greatly
admired and appreciated by
the facultv and administration
in previous years and they are
again loolting forward to an0ther great project.
T~e following .statement by
Dr. Glen Maier of the Guidance office is repre's entative
of the feeling toward Eastern's
orientation program. '" On behalf of freshman counselors
and the Office of General Aca(continued on page 4)
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EY(C Sophomore, Marilu
Marson, has recently been_...
lected as AWS "Co-ed of the
Quarter." Thjs honor is givefl
~uring the fall,. spring and winter quarters to one member
~f the Associated Women 1 s
Students.

£on,nor C-hairs

le<lures On
Alcoholism·at,HNC
What is an alcoholic? What
is Alcoholism?. Dr. ·Ralph G.
Connor, from EWC, is now
chairman of a con£erence covering this' topic.
"Alcoholism ·s a complex
disease having physiological,
psychological, and sociological
implications."
". . . an obsession of the
mind coupled with an allergy
of the body."
"One becomes an alcoholic
when he begins to be concerned about how his activities
might interfere with his drinking instead of how drinking
might interfere with his activities.
"Alcoholism is drinking to
escape problems created by
drinking."
March 13 through April 24
at Holy Names College auditorium from 7:30 to 9:30 in
the evenings, a series of seven
conferences will study these
and other definitions of alcoholism and alcoholics.
If you plan to become a
teach~r. social worker, nurse
or just interested in alcoholism, you are cordially invited
to attend, Dr. Connor said.
The title of these seven series is Problem of Alcoholism.
The seven topics are: The
Problem of Alcoholism; Physiology and Pharmocology of
Alcohol; Alcoholism, a community problem; Psychopothology of Alcoholism; Alcoholism, a Family Problem; Alcoholics anonymous; and Treatment and Rehabilitaion of the
Alcoholic. 'These topics will be
given by people who have
made a study of alcohol and
alcoholism.
If you are not interested in
taking this for college credit,
there is a $5.00 registration
fee.
·
For more information call
or write: Holy Names Coll~ge,
Department of Social Science;
1114 North Superior, Spokane,
Washington; Hudson 9-2220.

Alpha Psi: Omega
The first meeting of spring
,quarter for members of the
national dramatics fraternity,
Alpha Psi Omega, will be held
Tuesday, March 28, in the
small dining room of Louise
Anderson hall. All members
are required to attend.

Eastern's campus should resemble a Hawaiian paradise if
plans f?r an · all-campus "Luau" are completed, Dave Smith,
sophomore class president and Luau committee chairman, said.
The Luau, a sophomore class "brain-storm,°' has been planned
to take place May 30-either on the tennis courts or behind
Louise Anderson hall.
A
traditional
Hawaiian
event, the Luau is a barbecue events also are being planned.
top off the day, the movie
;wher«;! roast pigs, fruits and To
"Gigi"
(in keeping with a
delicacies are served. In keepFrench
wiU be shown
ing with the tradition, Smith on Garrytheme)
hall's
lawn.
said . that the · comr,uittf;!e will
acquire several roast pigs, ·authentic leis and hula girls to SPRING QUARTER
entertain the nearly 500 peo- ~LASS CHANGES
ple expected at the affair.
Several campus 01:ganizaThe following changes have
tions and clubs are taking part been . made in. the Schedule of
in planning the Luau. Partici- Classes for Sp:ri. g Quarter:
pating are the sophomore
BIOLOGY
class, Sponsor Corps, I,iter8: l.Q Bi.oJ. 1Q2, ;MWF, moved
collegiate Knignts, Business from S116 to S108.
.club, Activities and RecreaBUSIN~SS
t-ion J c0mblittee, · · Associated
8:1.0
'.ans.
135, moved to 9:10
Students, Spurs and EWCE
9:lO
l3us.
135, Introduction
Hawaiian students.
to
Office
Machines, Daily,
Members of the central
SAnnex,
Grub
(3) added.
.
Luau committee are Cindy
10:10
Bus.
115,
Typewriting
Gibson, Garth Wheeler, Ken
Daily, SAnnex, Grub (3)
Williams, Roy Clayton, Lon- II,
added.
.
nie Herington, Dixie Carter
ENGLISH
Connie Gwinn, Verna Barker:
11:10
Eng.
101, Composition,
Bob Bruya, Larry Hoy, Roy
Yamashita anc,l Edward Ito. MW S117, F S217, Thomas (3)
.
'
Don T. Williams is the com- added. ·
mittee's advisor.
~OME ECONOMICS
Smith said that the com.mit10:10 H. Ee. 17, Art Needletee was tr¥ing to .o°Qtain . au- work, MWF, S107, Clark (3)
thentic· entertainment for the added.
event. Plans are to have seyerJOURNALISM
al Hawaiian groups to enter2:10 Journ. 234, MWF, movtain. Swimming and athletic ed from 2:10 to 11:10.
6:00 Journ . 322, moved from
MWF to TTH.
No Grades Mail·ed;
MATHEMATICS
8:
10
Math
156, Daily, moved
Pick Up Mar. 27
from S306 to S317.
MUSIC
Students will not be able to
2:10 Mus. 102, moved from
receive. their grad·es for winter
MBldg to MAnnex.
quarter in the mail.
Mus. 112, 312, moved from
Mr. Quinley, registrar, has
MW
to TTh .
.announced that because of the
4:10
Mus. 115, 315, Dance
short time between quarters
Band,
Exline,
moved to 2:10.
mailing of grades would b~
NATURAL
SCIENCE
impossible. He explained that
1:10
N.
S.
490,
·moved from
it takes his office a week to
1:10
to
11:10,
M203.
complete the recording of the
2:10 N. S. 101, moved from
grades. Since transcripts are
required f0r registration mail- 2: 10 to 1: 10. S308.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ing would delay registration.
8:
10
Pol. Sci. 167, added (see
Students must pick up their
9:10)
.
grades before registering. This
9: 10 Pol. Sci. 167, Introduccan be done Monday morning,
tion
to U. S. Government
March 27.
moved
to 8:10, Mlll.
'
Mr. Quinley · said, "The
11:10
Pol.
Sci.
220,
Modern
grades will be available on the
second floor foyer of Showal- Governments, should be Pol.
ter near the entrance to the Sci. 210, will meet daily for 5
registrar's office at 7:30 a. m. credits instead of 4.
SOCIOLOGY
March 27.
10:
10
Soc.
211, American
He emphasized that a transCommunity
Structure,
dropcript must be presented before
ped.
registering.
11:10 Soc. 161, Principles of
He concluded, "Students
Sociology,
Daily, M206, Conwho do not plan to be in atnor
(5)
added.
tendance spring quarter may
12: 10 Soc. 355, Criminology,
leave a stamped, self-addressed
MWF,
S114, Connor (3) moved
envelo_oe in the registrar's of•
fice, and grades will be mailed to 1:10.
1:10 Soc. 355 (See 12:10).
to them on March 27.
SPEECH
9: 10 Sp. 108, Play Production moved from A SAud to
Student Teaching
HE and from 9:10, MWF, to 1-4
Friday.
,
Student teachers who
10:
10
Sp.
5'21,
Advanced
anplan teaching during spring
nouncing,
MWF,
dropped.
quarter should pick up their
11:10 Sp. 300, Public Speakregistration booklets from
ing,
MWF, S314, Wilson (3)
their counselors now.
added.
Fill out the booklets and
3:10 Sp. 312, Children's
be sure to have them apTheatre, MWF, MAud, Elrod
proved and signed by Dr.
(3) added.
Gerald Mercer, associate ·
Arr. Sp 315, Forensics: Deprofessor 9f psychology, in
bate, wm~on (1) added.
Martin Hall.
Sp. 316, Forensics: Public
Last but not lttast-reSpeaking, Wilson (1) added.
member to pay your regisSp. 317, Forensics: Discustration fees before the end
sion, Wilson (1) added.
of v:,inter quarter.
Sp. 318, Forensics: Oral Interpretation, Wilson (1) added.
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"That You ShaU Know lhe Trulh and the Truth Shall Make You Free."

000 "'

E:ASTERN WASHINGTON COLLEGE of EDUCATION
I

.,

..,

· i

' ·
PRES S

Publ111hed weekl7 durlna the achoo) Jear, except vacatlon11 and
hollclUII and per1oda Immediately precedlnlf by the Alllloclated
Student.I of Eutern Wuhlnston Colleae of Education, Cheney,
Wub. Application for re--ea.tQ at Chene,, Wuhlnaton, pendlna.
Entered u Second Clua Matter Nov. a, 1916, at the Poat Office
at Cheney, Wuhlnaton, snder the Act of Conarreu March B, 187i.
Advertilllnsr rates furnlabed on apptlcation. Repreeentoo for
national adnrtialnir by N~onal Advertl.tlng, Inc.. ,20 Madiaon
Annue, New York l'l, New York. Rlsht to decline an7 adver•

tlalna la

reNned,

EXECUTIVE EDITOR .................. .... ........... ............... Shan Eggers
ASSISTANT EDITOR ................................. .'...................... Dick Blair
, NEWS EPITOR ............................................................ Edd Stollery
SOCIETY EDITOR .............................................. .. Marilyn Fletcher
SPORTS EDITOR ~ .... ...................................................Walt Hartman
CIRCULATION 'MANAGER ......................:......... Vik Maykowskyi
BUSINESS MANAGER ................................................ Mel Wasson
PHOTOGRAPHER ............................................... ......... Dave Mann

DEAN'S OFFICE MOVED TO SUB
(IP)-Millsaps College officials are trying a new version of
the "Mohammed and the Mountain" story. Theirs reads, "If
the students won't go to the student personnel office for advice
and help, then the student personnel office must go to the
students.
They don't mean it literally, of course. But they have made
it much easier for the students to seek out the counselors who
form the office by putting them right in the middle of student
activity: the Union B'uilding.
Until this year the offices of the dean of students and dean
of women have been located with other administrative offices
in Murrah hall. Officials felt, however, that not enough students were taking advantage of the counseling services offered
by the student personnel office, partly because there were
students who seldom had occasion to visit Murrah hall.
To remedy the situation, meeting rooms in the Union building
were converted into office SJ?ace for the two counseiors and
their secretary. They feel that the change has been advantageous
and that they are reaching more students.

BUILD ON SUB? QUESTION STILL UP
by Edd Stollery

Recently, a movement was started to get student opinion on
t he building of a new Student Union building. Questions that
arose from this movement included· usage-as our present facility "looks like it's big enough. "

Sounding Boa,rd

Films on Communism and.Youth

To the Editor:
Stud~nts have r ecently been
complaining about the rock n '
roll jukebox selections in the
student union harbor. Perhaps
they should take in college
level music when it is presented, and free too! But nobody
seems to show. The musicians
play to a virtually empty auditorium.
An example I will refer to is
the poor turnout at the music
convocation of -March 9 in Showalter.
Rock 'n' roll can be •h eard
over the radio any time of the
day, but talent of fellow students .i n recital, only on special occasions.
What is the matter with
EWCE students?
(Signed),
·A non-music maior,
Carla Wellsandt

Still Controversial; New Film Released.

To the Editor:
We wish to commend the
sage action of the professorii
and staff members who publicly questioned the manner in
which Mr. Philbrick addressed
a recent convocation. (Easterner article-March 8). We are
pleased to see made public a
position which many persons
have personally taken.
Truly these five men have
acted in the American tradition and we hope that such actions will never cease- if they
do, a basic tenant of our democracy will have been destrQyed.
(Signed)
Chris Christensen
Paul H. Hooper
Richard C. B1,,rger
Les Francis
Lynda Paulson
Rav Raschko ·

ISRS Sulllmer
Course Offered
1

One area that might be considered, however, is the area of
student-faculty relationships, and in particular, student personnel and administration.
We might consider a new administration building, for example,
that would locate itself across from the existing SUB; such a
building would feature offices for the entire ad ministartion
(thereby releasing the second floor for class rooms), and would
be easily accessable due to its central location.
Or we might build a new SUB, as originally suggested. In
this building, we could locate those offices which are, or should
be, highly utilized by the students- such as the student personnel office. This would widen the usage of these offices, by
bringing t hem closer to the students.
Our aims? To enable more students to t ake advantage of the
college services. "If t he Mountain" (of students) " won't go to
Mohammed" (the fa culty), then let's move Mohammed closer
to the mountain.

WSU OUTLAWS
DISCRIMINATION
CLAUSES
Pullman, Washington (UPS)
- Fraternities and sor orities
that deny consideration for
· membership to any student beC;ause of race , religion or national origin, will not be recognized on the Washington
State university campus after
September 1, 1961.
President
C.
Clement
French, in announcing the action, said that all but three of
the 38 Greek houses at WSU
have eliminated discriminatory
clauses from their constitutions. The three which still
have clauses are Sigma Chi,
Alpha Tau Omega, and Sigma
Nu.
President Fre-nch emphasize d that WSU had no intention
of forcing any fraternity or
sorority to pledge any particular individual. "Rather," he
.said, "we want assprance that
a student's race, religion and
ethnic origin will not bar him
from consideration for mem.bership."
The ruling was made followi ng study of the Greek system

on t}Je WSU campus and follows recommendations along
t he same lines by t he l nterfraternity Council, Panhellenic,
alumni organizations of both
fraternity and sorority groups,
university fraternity welfare
commission and the Dean of
Students office.
"CONCORDIENSIS
SUSPENDED TOO MUCH
INTERNATIONAL NEWS"

(UPS)The Concordiensia, Union College weekly newspaper,
was reinstated February 23',
just two days after the Stud·e nt
Council had suspended it from
publication.
The two-week suspension
was voted by the Student
Council on that night over a
difference of opinion regarding editorial policy. Council
President Gary Gross accused
the Concordiensis of not living up to its responsibilities as
a campus newspaper.
Two weeks ago, the Overseas Press club of America
and the USNSA awarded the
Concordiensis first prize in the
annual competition based on
coverage and comment of international affairs and U. S.
foreign policy in the student
press.

Application forms are now
available to students who are
interested in attending the
Ninth International Student
Relations Seminar.
This seminar is an 11-week
course conducted each summer for a selected group of
American students.
The seminar will be held
.
from June Nt to September 1.
The first nine we-eks will be
held on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania. The
final two weeks will be spent
at the 14th National Student
Congress at the University of
Wisconsin.
Scholarships which cover
travel expenses from the r ecipiant>s home to t he National
Student Congr ess and back
home, complete room, board.
a nd registr ation fees, all costs
for organized weekend excursions and study materials are
granted.
The seminar is designed to
provide student leaders wit h
the necessary background and
skills to deal with the contemporary problems of international relations as they exist
among national and international student organizations in
all parts of the world.
Last summer Paul Hooper,
AS president was granted a
scholarship to this seminar.
Now Hooper · expresses hope
that someone from Eastern
can attend this year.
Applicatiorts are available
from Roope~ in the Student
center or you can write to:
International Student Relations Seminar
International Commission
U. S. Natiohal Student Assn'
3457 Chesnut Street,
Philadelphih 4, Penn.
Applicatio~·s should be re~ turned to U NSA by April 1,
1961. They hould be accompanied by a 'transcript of colle1{e recordsf, and recommendations from faculty members
and student government leaders who know the applicant
personally.

(UPS)-The U. S. Department of Defense is preparing a new
film .on Communism which will give an overall picture of com•
mumst efforts of penetration into youth and youth organizations.
The film has been in the making sinc·e last Au$ust, and is expect.ed to be r~leased shortly. While it has been prepared primarily for use 1n American military installations, the film may
1
be cleared for public release if there is a demand for it.
Based partially on FBI reports, the film will be called "Communist Target Youth." It will cover "all aspects" of Communism
and its methods. Among other things it will cover the Venezuelan
rioting against former Vice-President Richard M. Nixon.
Whatever material the film contains on the San Francisco
demonstrations will be taken from "the original unedited pictures" and not from the HUAC version, "Operation Abolition."
The film wµl also deal with the history of riots and how they
have been used in the past for upsetting stable situations.
f

. An earlier report that the new defense department film was
designed to replace "Operation Abolition" was denied by a
Defense department spokesman. He stat~d, -however, that the
Defense Department has never used "Operation Abolition" or
"Communism on the Map" because it "doesn't suit our needs.''
"There is a serious problem of Communist penetration into
youth and youth organizations all over the world," he said, "and
there is a need for some kind of film which shows,the overall
problem."
Recently the National Council of Churches recommended that
its m-embers not show "Operation Abolition" without a "full
and fa1r presentation of the facts" behind the student demonstrations against the House Committee on Un-American Activities shown in the film.
The council expressed concern about statem·e nts in the film
"reflecting adversely upon the reputation of students and about
the film's "effect upon freedom of expression" by implying that
a criticism of the committee is Communist•inspired.
It questioned whether the film contains "errors of fact and
interpretation." The other film, "Communism on the Map," is
put out by a private group in Arkansas. It claims to show how
America was duped by Red advances in the past few years.
'rhis film strip has already stirred controversy in Michigan
and Washington. After a public showing of the film for Michigan's Saginaw Rotary club members, was canceled at the last
minute. A spokesman there said the Navy Department had reviewed the film and did not consider it "appropriate for the
Navy sponsorship before civilian audiences."
Lt. Commander Arthur Lavenau said the film could be "open
to misinterpretation."
At the University ,of Washington, a history professor who criticized the film as portraying only one side of the picture was
threatened with death by an anonymous caller and now stands
accused by t he State Anti-Subversive committee of the American Legion for his criticism.- ,
.
The caller who denounced Dr. Giovanni Costigan's criticism
of "Communism on the Map" may have been a crank Dr. Costigan said, "but a crank killed a graduate student in' Berkeley
a month ago."
He referred to the shooting of a professor and a graduate
s~udent o~ the Universit~ of California campus January 25. The
killer, who had not previously m~t eit·h er ~f the pair, believed
t he p,;ofessor to be a Communist. Although the graduate student
died, the professor is recoverjng from face wounds.
Dr. Costigan said "Communism on t he Map" is an excellent
example of an attempt to demoralize the public.
The history professor repor ted he has received numerous
ab.u~iye letters an_d phone calls during the weeks following his
criticism of the film. Some weeks ago his nameplate was torn
from his office door.
· The State Anti-Subver sive Committ~e is circulating a "fact"
sh~et OJ?, Dr . Costigan on the Univer sity of Washington campus
which cites a number of organizations with which Dr . Costigan
has been "connected" since 1939 among them t he American
Civil Liberties Union.
'
·
Support _for Dr. Costigan has come from the Washington Daily,
t he Statewide Young Democrats convention, and the University's
board of control. The Washington Daily calls the "fact" sheet
a method of perpetrating "guilt by association."
·
"Will the Young Democrats and the board of control be' listed
on a 'fact' sheet 'in connection with'?" the paper asks.
"If so, an. already fallacious doctrine will be extended one
more time. Heaven help us sinners."

TEST SCMEDULE FOR FfNALS;
THE EASTERNER WISHES YOU WELL
All Hum. 202 classes, Wednesday, March 15, from 12:30 to 2:20.
All N. Sci. 101, 102, 103 classes, Wednesday, March 15, from
7:30 to 9:20.
All Soc. St. 108 classes, Thursday March 16 from 12:30 to
2:20.
1

'

8:10 classes, Thursday, March 16, from 7:30 to 9:20.
9: 10 classes, Friday, March 17, from 9:30 to 11:20.
10:10 classes, F'riday, March 17, from 7:30 to 9:20.
11:10 classes,-Wednesday, March 15, from 9:30 to 11:20.
12:10 classes, Wednesday, March 15, from 2:3'0 to 4:20.
1:10 classes, Friday, March 17, from 12:30 to 2:20.
2: 10 classes, Thursday, March 16, from 9:30 to 11:20.
3: 10 classes, Thursday, March 16, from 2:30 to 4:20.
4: 10 classes, Friday, March 17, from 2:30 to 4:20.

EWC's Judicial Branch Of
Governn,e_nt Is Forrnul~ted
1

MARCH 15, 1961

The EASTERNER
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"'

PROCEDURES INDl'C ATED
A judicial system, which will operate as the third branch of
EWC's student government, has been tabled by student council until all students have an opportunity to express their opinions upon the new procedures, Dick Burger ASB treasurer and
chief formulator of the system, announced.
The system's outljne is as follows:
I. Discipline
A. Offenses
1. Possession of liquor · on campus.
2. Cheating in examinations or class papers.
3. Immoral conduct.
4. Drunk or disorderly conduct at school functions held on
or off the campus.
5. Conviction by civil authorities or forfeiture ·of bail in
offenses involving moraI turpitude or violence.
6. Repeated violation~ of dormitory rules.
,
7. Behaving in a manner that is harmful to the welfare of EWC.
8. Assault' or injury, to any person or any personal property
while on or off the campus.
B. Sanction
Upon conviction of any one of the offenses defined above,
t~e court m_ay assess any one or more of the following penalties.
·
1. Recommendation to the faculty disciplinary board ,for suspension or expulsion from the college.
2. Disciplinary probation, accompanied, or not, by a ·notation
on the person's transcript.
.
a. A person placed on probation may be direc'ted to have
regular me-etings with a facuij;y member appointed by the
cour-t. The period between these meetings shall be left to the Marjorie J. Pederson, a 1961 graduate in educa- trict, by director of EWC's placement service,
tion, is introduced to Jack D. Moore, assistant Raymond M. GHes--a typical pla.cement office
discretion of the proper judicial agency.
superintendent
of the Central Valley school dis- scene.
b. The faculty consultant, if he deems it, necessary, shall make
a report to the judicial agency, and make any recommendation
he sees fit.
3. Reprimand
C. Procedure
·r. Each lower court (hall council and campus council) shall
,.
appoint an attorney general. This person will be responsible
for pressing charges within the group.
2. Appeals may be brought to the judicial ·board in the following cases:
a. Appeal on the part of the defendant shall be regarded as
a basic right.
b. Appeals on the part of the prosecution,· in the case of
acquittal by the lower court, may be accepted for review by
the judicial body, if its members vote for review by a twothirds majority.
3. In appeals to the judicial board, the entire case shall be
heard de novo.
4. In all judicial procedures, the case may be referred to the
, faculty disciplinary board, which has the power of final action
in all cases involving disciplinary a~tion.
5. Defendants in all judicial cases will be allowed the right
of counsel, selected by the accused from the ASEWCE.
D. Any accused shall be tried by the court having jurisdiction over the place where the offense or some part of the offense
was committed.
II. The judicial board will be the fin~l authority in the interpretation of the constitution of ASEWCE.
B. Questions on the constitution may be brought to the judicial board by any members of the ASEWCE.
III. General
A. Public attendance at trials
Decidedly not. In fact most executive jobs are on
the ground. Of course, ail officers may apply for pilot
1. ,All trials will be held in open court, unless otherwise deterand navigator training if tqey meet the eligibility
mined by a majority vote of the court and its advisors.
re<1uirem~nts. There will always be a need for piloted
2. During the course of a trial, the court may, at any time,
aircraft. And it is foreseeable that in your working
order the trial closed.
lifetime,
there will be piloted spacecraft-piloted and
3. There will be no admission charge levied upon those who
navigated
by Air Force officers.
·
wish to attend- an open trial.
But right now, there is also a big future for collegeB. Public information
1. The official opinion of the courts in the cases they hear will
trained Air Force officers on the ground. New and
exciting technical jobs are opening up. Important adbe kept in a public record, to be available upon request, in the
ministrative positions must be fil1ed as World War II
AS secretary's office files.
officers move into retirement.
2. The college publications shall be permitted access to the final
decisions of the courts, but not to the testimony involved.
How can you-a college.student-become an Air
C. During the course of all trials, conducted under the judiForce officer? First, there,s Air Force ROTC. Then
cial system of the ASEWCE, the accused must be present at the
for college graduates, men and women in certain
hearing of his case. The acc4sed shall also have the right to
fields, there is Officer Training School. The graduate
of its three-month course wins a commission as a seccross-examine the witnesses against him. All decisions rendered
ond lieutenant. Other ways are the Navigator Train-,
on a case will be stated in the presence of those individuals
ing program, and the Air Force Academy.
immediately concerned with the case.
D. Impeachm·e nts
Some benefits that go with being an Air Force
The judicial board shall be the trial court for cases of imofficer. Starting salary plus allowances compare
peachment arising within the legislative branch of student
with the average in equivalent civilian jobs. Then'
there's free medical and dental care, thirty-day vaca- 1
government.
tion, the chance , to win graduate degrees at Air'
E. Recording
Force
expense, and liberal retirement provisions. /
An official recorder shall be appointed by each court. These
recorders shall keep records of the testimony and decisions
No, Air Force officers do not need wings to move
up. There's plenty doing on the ground. Perhaps you
involved in all cases.
The recorder shall present the AS secretary with an official
could be one of these young executives in blue. Ask
brief, certified as correct by the chief officer of the trial court,
your local Air Force Recruiter. Or write, Officer;
Career Information, Dept. SC13, Box 7608, ,
and the brief shall be kept in the files of the AS secretary.

:Do
ill1orce .
Officers
bave
___mg-s_

STAND~RD OIL PRODUCTS

Washington 4, D.C., if you want further information about the navigator training or Officer)
Training School programs.

Atlas Tires and Batteries

U.S.Air Force

Al'$ ·C hevron Service

There's a place for
professional achievement on tlie
Aerospace Team,

WHERI:

"We Take Better Care of Your Car''
1st and D Sts.
Cheney
BE 5-8843
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E'W C Receives Deed
1

'T o Lake Frontage

. Spurs •Visit Vets,
Ptan Dance, Ex.
Patients at the Veterans hospital in Spokane were recently
visited and entertained with a
card party hosted by the EWC
Spur Chapter. Yes, ,a card party, for which the EWC Spurs
not only entertained and host·ed the veterans but also the
Spurs from Holy Names College and Gonzaga University.
All chapters met at the
home of Donna Cranford, Eas•
tern's Spur chairman for the
project. After all the girls got
to know each other and shared
t.he refreshments and a few
Spur songs, the group went to
the hospital. All the patients
who were able to come down
to the recreation room, were
then challenged to such card
· games' as pinochle, canasta,
rummy and even old maid.
Afterward the Spurs served
coffee. The thanks and· appreciation the Spurs received, to
say nothing of all the fun,
made the girls more than sure
they'd r~peat this service
again next quarter.
Other activities coming up
for the· Spurs very soon include co-sponsorship of the
book exchange iwth the IK's.
Also to be added to the list
of S\>1Jr projects with the IK's
is the President's Ball to be
held April 20, in Martin hall.
This event will be highlighted
by music from the Si Zentner
Band.

Field .Trip .Has
Varied Objectives·
Some 111 students taking educational psychology attended
a field trip to Lakeland Village on March 10 and 11. Conducting the trip Thursday was
MFs. Martha Burrou~ht and on
Friday was Dr. Lovell E. Patmore.
Mrs. Burrough commented
that there are three purposes
to such a trip. Some of the
attending students may want
to teach retarded children and
the tri~ would f anu,liarize
them with the available facilities. If contact is ~ade witq a
retarded child in an ordinany
classroom, the teacher would
know how to handle him. ~h~f
tliird, many students have neve:u seen a retarded cl}itd.

Graduates Listed
(continued from page 1)
tola, Michael J. Mccollum. and
Larry A. Plummer.
Other candidates for the
bachelor of arts degree are
Rugh R. Altman, John C. Colby, George K Gruber, Peter B.
Poffenroth Jr., Dennis J. Reynolds, Darryl L. Troutman.
Darrell E. Varnier, William A.
Wendland, Joyce E. Newkirk.
and John C. Rondeau.
Spokane students who are
candidates for the bachelor of
arts in education degree are
Donald· w. Fowlds, Margaret
M. Hansen, tois R. Hazen,
James E. Mertens, Nellie May
Miles: Neena M. Miller. James
A. St9bie, Mae J". Turner. and
J-eannine E. Webb'.

The deed to 21 acres of land perty, he said, will be such
with 1782 feet of shoreline · on that outside agencies which
Badger Lake was presented to may be able to make use of it,
EWCE recently by Fred J. may be .asked to assist in the
Weiler, state superintendent of . college's developmental plan.
Plans for use of the land inthe bureau of land managevolve at least four divisions of
ment.
Dr. Don S. Patterson. EWCE the college, officials said.
"The site is ideal for the depresident accepted the deed
to the property on behalf of velopment of a flourishing creative arts summer festival,
the college.
seminars,
high
Purchase of. the land, ·8 leadership
school
creative
arts
summer
miles southeast of the colleJZe.
was authorized by the EWCE series and many summer conboard- of trust·~es. Purchase ferences and workshops," Dr.
price was $1050. A small can- George W. Lotzenhiser, EWCE
yon provides access to the musici division head said.
The biology department exlake.
"With this site, we are try- p·ects to develop the site as a
Candid~tes, fiom. other cities
ing to fill the need for outdoor field station for studies in taxinclude Homer D'. Redington
and Kennet!\·D. McCuliey, Bbnfacilities in the Inland Em- onomy, ecology, limnology,
ornithology, Dr. Frank Nicol,
µire, " Dr. P.atterson said.
nie L. Cain, Patty K. Hamada,
EWCE
biology
department
Douglas
P. MacNeil, Lowell G.
"We hope this site can be
New Zealand consists of two
chairman,
said.
developed so, that oth,er~state
la~ge islands and several small Mansfield!. Jeanne K. Tu:ffield,
agencies, other colleges and
and Bette L. Simmons.
ones.
"At present no other station
schools, and youth groups can
make use of tile facilities." In- of this kind is available in the
itial cost of developing the pro- Inland Empire," he said, adding that the land can also be
PIC"f'URE FRAME flEI\DQU~RT~~S
used· to study environmental
radio biology.
Orientations for '61
Francis J . Schadegg, geol(continu~d fr~nn page 1)
department
demic Se.tvil!e~ r wlsh to com- . ogy-geography
mend the freshman Orienta- chairman, said planned use :for
tion Guides for the contribu- the Badger lake property by
tion they have made toward that department chairman,
improving the services and said planned use for the Badthe morale of their college. ger lake property by that deYOUR FIRST AND LAST SHOPPING CENTER
The freshmen who greatly ben- partment includes geography
efitted may not fully appreci- field trips. a summer conser- Lotzenhiser,
ate the help they received be- vation workshop,· an outdoor
cause they have no way of education program for local Mutchnik, To
knowing how lost or befuddled schools and a geology field Conduct, At Concert
they might have been without camp.
the helpful guidance of one
Plans of the di vision of
Dr. George W. Lotzenhiser,
who knew the way through the health, physical education and head of EWC's music division.
Late Evening Snacks
maze of First-Quarter registra- recreation, include using the and Marvin Mutchnik. assisttion. The faculty and adIDiinis- property for classes in camp- ant P.rofessor of music at EW• School Supplies
tration having witnesses pre- ing and outdoor education, Dr. CE, have been named as convious freshmen orientation and Jack R. Leighton, division ductors in the Tri-Cities Festi• Film D•veloping - Fastest in Cheney
registration sessions are fully head, said.
val March 13 at Kennewick.
Also planned is a summer
aware and appreciative of the
Dr. Lotzenbiser, will conduct
From Comics to Ciassics
jmproved results . . . I sin- camp for crippled children in the band and Mutchnik will
cerely hope that this exper- connection with the corrective conduct the string orchestra in
Tobacco - Toiletries
ience will encourage this and theraphy program which will a formal concert in the Kenneother studen,t groups to utilize begin at EWCE in September. wick high choo1 auditorium.
their position, of influence
with freshmen, to make the
new students' college experience more meaningful and
pleasant."
Says Dean Daryl Hagie, "I
believe that Eastern has one
of the best new student orienLeave it to these Jet-smooth Chevies to go easy
one of them has a road-gentling Jet-smooth ride,
tation programs of any college
on your family budget! All told there are 18
Body by Fisher ~·efinements and dozens of engiof its type in this country .. .
Chevrolets-V8's and G's-priced lower than comneering details you'd expect only in the most exThe advantages resulting from
parable competitive models*. Sumptuous Tmpala.s.
pensive makes. Look them over at your Chevrolet
this program accrue not only
to the Freshmen and other
sprightly Bel Airs, bottom-priced Biscaynes and a
dealer's one-stop shopping center and s~e how
new students, but to the Orienwhole stable of wonderful new wagons. And every
easy it is to drive out in just the one you want!
tation Guides themselves. It is
• Based on comparison of m a nu facturers' suggested reta il prices (includi n g Federa l tax) for models wi th 1 lB•i nch wheelbase or above.
very satisfying experience on
the part of the Orientation
BEL AIIIS
IMPALAS
Guide to know that he is contributing to the welfare of a
new student at Eastern."
In a memo from C. W. Quinley, Jr. , Registrar, to Mr. Don
Bel Air VS 2 -Door Seda n
Be l Air VB 4-Door Sedan
vVilliams, he states, "I wanted
to let you know how much I
appreciated the services df the
Orientation Guides during the
Winter Quarter registration.
As usual, I find that without
their help registration would
never have gone anywhere as
N omad Six 4-Dr. 9- Pass. St atibn Wagon
Im pa la VS S()ort Sedan
Nom ad VB 4 -Dr. 9 -Pass. Station Wagon
nearly as smooth as it did . ...
Their services are very much
needed even though at times it
may seem that they are doing
very little to further the cause
of the registration procedure.
They can all rest assured that
Im pa la VB Sport Coupe
Nomad VS 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wago n
Nomad Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. St ation Wagon
they are very much appreciated and very much needed."
This is the first year that the
orientation program has been
extended throughout the year,
\
and it has proved quite successful. This is a great opporImp ala VS 2-Door Sedan
Parkwood Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon
Parkwood VB 4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon
tunity for students to serve
both their school and themselves.
I

39c ·ta $3.29

Ql,,e ney Dept. Store

Cheney Ne\Vsstand

•

Mobl·for naodel ... therP a,·e 1B Cl1P1:1·olets lower

priced tha11 a,,,, otl1P~ lul·l -sized car!

....

MUSIC CON
A, music student recital was
presented by EWCE music deµartment, Thursday at 10: 10 in
Showalter ·auditorium.
A variety of vocal selection,
trumoet numbers, piano solos
and duets, a French horn solo
was enjoyed by a very small
number of students in an hour
long program.
C. W.

Parkwood Six 4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon

Par,!{wood VS 4-Dr. 6-Pass. St ation Wagon

~
Biscayne VB 2-Door Sedan

Brookwood Six 4 -Dr. 6-Pass. Sta tion Wagon

Brookwood VS 4 -Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

!Wee ihe nf!u, Clle1Jrolei t1nr•, l.,'lae1J• Corr,alr• a•d tlle 111J"' Corr:ettt! at r,our loral a11thorlee,I Cher,rolet dealer'a

.

"Foreign Desk"
Placement
Notices E~ucational 'T elevision
Port Washington,

Note-This information has been taken from the Montana
Kaimin, student newspaper of Montana State University.

Waldo A. Scott, administrative Assistant, Port, Wash·ington public schools, Port,
Wa~h., New York, wHl be on
campus to interview prospective teacher candidates on Friday, Marett :n, at 9:30 a. m.
Vacancies are on the elementary level, junior htgh English,
social studit!s, math and general science, and on the high
s<:tiool level there is instrumerttal music, physics, math,
bioJogy, En~lish, ·h istory and
home economics in senior and
junior high.

Mr. Herbert Seiter, former producer and director of educational television for local and national use at KQED in San
Francisco, spoke to the Montana Forum on educational TV in
the United States.

Stevenson
Allen Hoffman, s1,1perintendent of schools, Stevenson,
Wash., will be ort campus to
jnterview. prospective teacher
candidates Wednesday, March
29, at 9 a. m.

Reardan
Lewis lvlcKay, superintendent of schQols, Reardan, Wash.,
will be on campus to interview tea~l}.,er ca~di,dates Thursday, Marell 30, at 10 a. m. Vacancies are on the following
levels: The primary level, senior high English, and one junior hight departmentali~ed.
There may be a vocational
home economics vacancy and
another junior high department.

Washougal
John Fishback, superintendent of schools, Washougal,
Wash., will be on campus
Wednesday, March 29, at 9
a. m.

KQEP, he explained, is one of 54 non-commercial community
service operations that are scattered throughout the urban
areas of the Uhited States. These station feature educational
and cultural public service programs and are sponsdred by public donations and grants from institutions such as the Ford
Foundation.
Mr. Seiter said that a 10hour non-commercial broadcasting day was composed of
instructional programs seen in
schools, culturpl programs for
housewives, constructive entertainment for children, and
public service educational and
cultural adult entertainment.
He predicted that the development of educational television will depend upon the
passage of the Magnuson bill
by the United States Congress.
This bill would allot $1 million
to each state for capital expenditures, but not for .roaintEJna:µce . or operation of educational" television stations.

Seiter explained that in
Montana, this grant would provide for three educational stations and six repeating stations.
This system of educational
stations would be able to reach
1,209 schools outside urban
areas and 192 high schools, he
said. Teachers would still
teach the basic curriculum of
reading, writing, and arithmetic, he said, but the television
would augment classes in these
fields.
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Model UN Delegates From EWC Total 17
Seventeen EWC students S. Evans, Leslie J . Francis,
have been selected . as members of the college delegation Roger L. Kromer, Viktor Mayto the 11th session of the West kowsky.i, Nathan R. Narrance,
Coast Model United Nations · David P . Smith, Wesley C.
to be held in Eugene, Ore., Stoft, and Wesley C. Stope.
April 13-15.
Others are Caryl J . GuisingThomas W. Bot:1sor, EWCE er, Pauline E. Henderson,
assistant professor of history Phyllis J. Martin, David A. Miand economics, said the stu- lam, Lynda C. Paulson, Jerroll
dents named are Vincent D. H. Sutton and Dwayne L. Tal.
Aguirre, Tom E. Aris, Terry bott.

spring is l,ustin'
out all over!
Wednesd,y, March 15
Final Exams
Thursday, Match 16
Final Exams
4 p. m. -Winter Quarter
Grad.uation Ceremony, Bali.
·Friday, March 17
Final Exams
End of Winter Quarter
Monday, ,March 27
Spring Quarter Registration
8-5 p. m.-(Upperclassmen)
Martin
Wednesday, March 29
8-4 p. m.-W AC Officer Selection, Isle-land Lobby.
·
Saturday, April 1
April Fools Day
Tuesday, April 4
10: 10 a·. m.-My Last Lecture; Col. E. G. Nielsson, Bali
Wednesday, April S
Inland Empire Education
Conference, Spokane.
12 noon-20th Century Film
Series, "Mussolini," Capri.

All over The Crescent, that is . . . our winter
look is gone and in its place you will find
the look of spring . . . . Spring as exemplified
in all of. the gay new fashions and accessories

for both women and men.
you will love it.

The Look is exciting and

Come in, browse around and

see what we m~an when we say "Spring is
bustin' out all over" The Crescent.
I

Port 'Fownsend
Gael Stuart, superintendent
of schools, Port Townsend,
Wash., will be at the Davenport Hotel in Spokane during
the day and evening March 20,
on the 21 during the evening
and on the 22 during the evening. The following positions
are open: senior high English
and art, English and speech,
health and typing, recreational director, remedial reading
and a school district psychologist. Anyone interested in
these vacancies should arrange
an interview with Mr. Stuart
in Spokane.

Hoquiam
William Bohrnsen, superintendent of schools, Hoquiam,
Wash., will be on campus to
interview prospective teacher
candidates tomorrow at 9 a. m.
There are vacancies in elementary, senior high vocational home economics, girls' physical education, Engh.sh, English and Latin, English and
5peech, and on the junior high
level, general science, German,
vocal music and social studies.

··

Wenatchee
John Rutherford, assistant
superintendent of schools, Wenatchee, Wash., will be on
campus · tb interview ' teacher
candidates on Friday, March
31, at 9 a. m. Oppoi.-tunities
available are: elementary positions, Junior high English,
language arts and social studies, math, science, hom·e economics, girls' physical education, and remedial reading. On
the senior high level they ·have
arts and crafts and French. Mr.
Rutherford will be willing to
talk to anyone interested in
any of the above positions.
Anyone who would like to
make appointments with any
of the listed school distrjcts
should make appointments. in
the Placement Of£ice, S 206
Showalter.

Lost
A pair of brown glasses with
gold fleck in the frames, in a
blue leather case, has been
lost. If found, please take to
Senior hall's hostess desk on
the second floor.
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ltS whatS ~P- front that counts
IFILTER-BLENDl -a Winston exclusive-makes the big

taste difference. You · get rich tobaccos that are specially
selected and specially processed fo'r full flavor in filter
· smoking. Make your next pack Winston!
R. J. Iloynolds Tobacco Co., Wlnston- Salom, N. C.
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THE OPTIMIST
By Walt Hartman

By the time Eastern's students return £tom Spring vacation,
Eastern's track baseball and tennis stars will be just beginning
the long grinds' of their seasons.
According to coach Ed Chissus of the Savage baseballers,
the team may be given considerable strength with the possible
appearance of a second baseman of major league caliber !eportedly coming from California. The player, expected to arrive
on Eastern's campus for Spring quarter, is being sent to Savageville for what the scouts indicated as seasoning. With the
arrival of this player, Eastern would undoubtedly be blessed
with the strongest infield in the league as it also has two other
players, Ernie Smith and Dick Blair, who consistent_ly hit over
the .300 mark in addition to being very adept defensive players.
The Savage swimming squad sent its relay team compo~ed of
Grayson Hand, Jim Strom, Dick Burger and. Lanny Willman
to Washington State last weekend to compete 1n the Northwest
AAU Invitational meet. The team finished fqurth in a field of
ten being nosed out by two Washington State teams and Everett
Junior College.
Hand will represent Eastern in the National NCAA meet, an
event to be held in Seattle this year. The meet will take place
next weekend. The Savage star recently smashed his own confrence record in the 50-yard freestyle, and will have his chance
to see how he will fare against the best swimmers in the United
States. He was selected for the event on his consi~tent wins in
conference meets plus winning the conference championship ..
The Savage baseballers won't have a~y excuses. for not bemg
able to hit enemy pitching this year. The athletic department
recently made the purchase of a pitching machine and it can be
set at any speed. The only excuse they will be able to make now
is "da bum trew me a curve."
The athletic department also reports that it may have. to
change its schedules to the summer session if this "cotton picking" snow keeps falling.

EWC SENDS SIX
TO GYM MEET
Eastern Washington College
will send a six-man team to the
Western Pacific Gymnastic
meet at Los Angeles State college March 17-18.
The Savage team is one of
25 schools invited to the meet.
Eastern gymnastic coach
Thorne Tibbetts said a ixman s.qµad will consist of Captain Jack Benson. Thompson
Falls, Mont.; Joe Barrow and
Roger
Simonson, Spokane;
Harold Bowers and Les Raschko Walla Walla, and Robert
Mitchely, Goldendale.
Benson, who has been undefeated in the rope climb and
still rings in six dual meets
this year, will also enter in the
horizontal and parallel bar
competition.
Joe Barrow, brother of Spokane fighter Kirk Barrow, will
be entered in tumbling and in
free exercise. Simonson, with
several firsts in dual meets,
will compete in rebound tumbling.
Bowers, who missed early
competition because of a bad
foot will • also compete in rebouitd tumbling, as will Raschko and several time winner
this' year.
Mitchell, a winner on the
horizontal bars, will also compete in the rope climb.

PEP PILLS OK'D
Note: this information has
been taken from THE HAMPTON SCRIPT, student newspaper of Hampton !institute,
Virginia.
A small pill, imported from
Sweden, may be the solution
to many problems of athletic
coaches.
The pill consists mainly of
pure pollen gathered from
flower blossoms by specially
designed mechanical apparatus on a huge 3500 acre field
at Vegeholm, Sweden.
These pills, called Pollitabs,
are imported into the United
States by Louis J. Pappas, a
Maitland, Florida drugstore
owner.
From · early observations of
actual use of these pollen pills
by high school athletes in Winter Park Virginia, Pappas believes that' these pills will pay
off handsomely for teams that.
often lose the participation of
their players when they are
needed most.
K. l'vf.

Vets To _Help
Track Tear.n

BASEBALL FLELD? This is the site where the Savage baseball

team used to play its home games. The area .is now being used
for construction of the two miHion dollar science building.
The baseball team will tu·rn vagabonds and _p lay most of their
games on the road. The old softball diamond below the field•
house will be made over for a practice basebal1 field.

Chissus Pr.edids
Sulton Loses In
Playoffs, Still Win·s Succe:ssful Se·ason
Both Sutton intramural basketball teams fell to defeat in
the final tournament play of
the intrarriurals.
The Montanans who finished
second in the A-1 league came
through to defeat the Sutton
A-1 team twice and win the A
tournament. Sutton, who had a
10-0 record in league play, had
previously defeated the Montanans in the regular season.
In the semi-final game the
Montanans won 74-6'4 with Darlington leading the Montanans
in scoring with 26 points while
Seth had 18 for Sutton. This
called for a second game beca use both of the teams had
one loss.
In the final game the Montanans again came through by
the score of 45-39 after Sutton
led most of the way. Sutton
was without the aid of LeRoy
Seth, who was a steady scorer
during the season.
Boden paced the Montanans
jn that game with 15 points as
Smith, third high scorer in the
A league regular season, got
16 for Sutton.
Sutton B-2 who won the B-2
league with a season record of
8-0 also lost out in the B
league tournament.
Student Court B, who placed
second in the B-1 league took
'i.he B tourney while the Old
Crows, wjnners of the B-1
league, came in second.
Places for the A tournament
play were as follows : Montanans, first; Sutton A-1, second;
Longview 5, third, and Student
Court A, fourth .
In the B tournament it was
Student Court B, first; Old
Crows, second; Sutton B-2,
third; and Hudson B-1, fourth.
Even with the losses of Sutton in the tournaments the'Ir
places 'in league and the tourneys should be good enough to ·
keep them on top of the overall intramural program.
Scoring for the final A league
tournament game went as follows :
Montanans (45)
Schiltz
5
Boden
15
Darlington
7
Hirst
6
Whithead
11
Lenz
1
Sutton A-1 (5'9)
Vlarwick
4
Cresswell
6
Smith
16
Monosmith
9
Frenn

4

For Baseball Nine

Eastern Washington College, s baseball team op·e ns its
season March 31 at Lewist.on,
Idaho against the University of
Idaho.
This year's team is stronger
than ever according to coach
Ed . Chissus. and stiould be
right in cointention for the
Evergreen Conf rence championship if the pitching staff
comes through as expected.
One thing that could hamper
the team a great deal this year
is the lack of facilities. Since
the new science building is being erected on the regular
playing field, the Savages will
be forced to renovate the softball field below the fieldhouse
for practice, and the football
practice field for batting practice.
'

Students: Submit

SSCQT Applications

Applications for the April
27, 1961 administartion of the
College Qualification Test are
now available at Selective Service System local boards
throughout the country.
Eligible students who intend to take this test should
apply at once to the nearest
Selective service local board
for an application and a bulletin of information.
Following instructions in
the bulletin, the student
should fill out his application
and mail it immediately in the
envelope provided to 'Selective
Service ' Examination Sections.
Ed'ucational Testing Service, P.
0. Box 586, Princeton, New
Jersey. Applications for the
April 27 test must be postmarked no later than'. midnight, April 6, 1961.

Although the Savages lack 1a
playing field, they have scheduled four home garnes. Two of
these games will be against
arch-rival Whitworth and the
other two against Central ·
Washington,s Wildcats. Present plans would have Eastern
playing these games in the
Spokane Indian ballpark.
Ernie Smith, all-conference
choice from last year's squad
and team captain, and Dick
Blair .300 plus hitter on last .
year's team form the nucleus
of what appears to be a very
strong infield. Other outstanding prospects include Dan
Derbawka who also could be
one of the mainstays on the
pitching staff, Bob Clark, and
Jim Matsui, a speedy pair of
glovemen.
Two of last year's starters ,
are returning in the outfield in
the persons of Frank Nelson
and Roy Mohondro, bad back
permitting. Robert Woody, another veteran could nail down
the starting spot. However,
Bill Clift could give all three
a real battle for the starting
position.
Ken Eilmes, Bernie Hanford
and Del Duchene give the Savages real strength in the catching department and if help is
needed, Roy Mohondro can fill
in.
Fred Neuman, Bill Palmre,
Duane Traner, and Don Kolb
appear to have spots cinched
on the Savage pitching staff
with Jerry Rush and Tom
Waggoner expected to join
the corps by the time the con- ,
ference starts.

I

EEP WASHINGTON &REEN

Eleven veteran~ are returning this year to bolster coach
Red Reese's track team, and
these men are going to try to
do everything in their power
to keep the conference championship at Eastern.
At this point in the season,
it apl:)ears that the team will
be well balanced in all events,
being particularly strong in
the field events.
Returning to bolster th~
squad are Glen Gunderson,
who will compete in the javelin Fred· Ekholm in the shot
put, Dave Davis in the shot
put and discus, Clyde ·carpenter in the mile run, the 880,
and the relay, Paul Fredericks
in the two-mile run, Leroy
Seth in the javelin, high jump,
and broad jump, Don Cress- ·
well in the high jump, Sherm
Stapleton in the sprints and :
relay, Jim Krofcheck in the
4~0. broad jump an? relay,
Mike Clark in the hurdles and
discus, and Bob Bullis in the
broad jump.
.
The · squad will be given
added depth with the presence
of four freshmen who are expected to crack the squad.
They include Ray Williams, a
sprinter, Jerry Russell who
will compete in-the pole vault,
Dave Delle, another sprinter,
and Woodrow Roberts who will
compete in the hurdle events.
Other members of the squad
who are turning out this year
include Bruce Grambo, with
his specialty the 880, John Nugent in the high jump, and
Howard Jaeger, also an 880
runner.
The squad gets its first
chance for action next Saturday, March 18, at Pullman for
the Washington State Indoor
Invitational Meet. The squad
returns to Pullman the following week~nd to compete
again.st Whitworth, Washington State, and the University
of Idaho in a competitive relay meet among the four
schools.
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Foreign Students at EWC, Prague,
Find Different Situations
1

Education, Not Communism, Wanted
by Janet Williams

Many problems of all sorts
and sizes cr op up when a
young man or woman star~s
out for a foreign country 1n
pursuit of an education. Such
was the case of Miss Soula
Pampori. At the age of only
21, Miss Pampori set out alone
and came to America on the
USS Atlantic. A former classmate greeted her when she
.arrived in New York harbor.
Although Miss Panipori was a
little disappointed in the gray,
overcast harbor, she was greatly entranced with the network
of roads, and what she called
·"glass houses."
From New York she took a
plane to Spokane. One can imagine the fears ' she must have
harbored- fear of not being
.accepted or fear that the
studying would be too difficult.
Everything would be ~trange
and different and so far from
home.
These fears were soon forgotten when the p1ane landed
.and many people from the college came to meet her. Louise
Anderson dorm president, Lyn
Sisich; Miss Clara Kessler,
foreign students' advisor; and
Veo Small, who, while in
Greece had chosen her from
many qualified students to be
partially sponsored by Louise
Anderson hall, turned out to
welcome her. Her fears, now
replaced by happiness, vanished completely amidst her
new found friends.
About the sam·e time, but in
·a different country, four other
students were plannin~ to
study in a foreign land.
From Brazil Ronalda Rodrigues, Luis DaSilva, Sergio
Montero and Juan Mattos, arrived in C zechoslovakia to begin six-years of all expensepaid study. They were t,hrilled
with the scholarships they had
received through the International Union of Students, (IUS)
a communist-dominated organization of National Unions of
students, with headquarters in
Prague.
The four students came
from modest backgrounds and
Brazilian universities did not
offer courses in their fields. ·
Mottos, 22, wanted to study
Opera. He was promised a
scholarship' for study in Italy
but upQn arriving in Italy he
found he would have to go to
Prague to take advantage of
the scholarship.
Motos r eported that Czech
singers, remembering Prague
as the Opera capital of Central
Europe before the communists
took over, were amazed that
anyone would come there to
study.
The field of study for Montero, 23 years old, was geology.
Da Silva, 23, and Rodr igues,
21, both communist sympathizers, obtained t heir scholarships for movie production and
law and economics, respectively.
.
All but Mattos, who we,nt to
Prague, were sent to the city
, of Marianske Lazne. where foreign students must follow a sixmonth language course in
Czech before being allowed to
enter the University. According to Rordigues, 170 foreign
students lived there, mostly
from Africa and Latin America. He estimated th::tt there
must be a total of 2,500 foreign students in similar schools
throughout the country. It was in this early stage of
their studies that the four decided to leave. "In principle,"
says Rodrigues, "no foreign
student can leave the country
before two years, even to go
to another Communist country."
"We very quickly under~
stood that Communism was a
large lie," said Rodrigues.
"How can we not realize that,
when we can measure the difference between what people
he re· tell us about Brazil and

what we actually have seen in
Brazil?" he asked.
"Only three classes · have a
relatively privileged life," he
continued'. "These are the
members of the Communist
Party, the military and the intellectuals. The accomplishment's of these classes, at least,
can be used for propaganda,"
he added.
When the four decided to
leave Czechoslovakia and give
up the scholarships, they went
to the police to obtain exit
visas. They were told it would
be necessary to ·have an authorization from the Minister of
Education.
I
Informed that a verbal explanation of their reasons for
wanting to leave would not be
sufficient, they drafted a d·eclaration citing the following
reasons: Absence of adequate
food, lodging and education,
without which they could not
follow really profitable studies, the lack of individual liberty accorded them and the
constant
surveillance
and
abusive regulations imposed on
them.
These are just two reasons
from the long lists they offered. Visas weren't received until the students threatened to
demand asylum at the Brazilian embassy in Prague. A riot
·followed in which the Director
of the School participated; instead of trying to establish
order. Disheveled and with
bloody faces·. the four students
finally boarded their train and
_left for -Paris.
Now studying in Paris, the
four hope to find scholarships
in .Western Europe or the
United States.
"Anything," comments -Rodrigues, "But never Communism."
NOTE: The' information on
Miss Pampori was obtained in
a personal interview with her,
while the story of the Brazilian students was released by
the University Press Service.

Eastern -Newsman

Covers Crash
Eastern photo~rapher-newsman Dave Mann last week sold
picture coverage of the jet
plane crash near Medical Lake
to a Spokane television station
and a newspaper.
Mann was on his way borne
to Spo~ane when he heard
about the crash. He was one of
the first newsmen on the
scene.
He is a freshman jour nalism
major.
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Cooking in Advance for Freezer
Makes Excellent ·Eating .Easier
F ood expert Myra Waldo, in
her n ew book , "Cookin g for the
Freezer," tells how t o &ain "a
delightful sense of security" by
stocking t h e electr ic fQod fr eezer
with a variety of home-cooked
dishe s.
.. .,.• ..-,...,,.. ,,..w~
''On lazy or
., .. · ~-...·%~(] busy days, a
. 1 specially pre···1i\!.>,-· ii pared frozen
MW;t%t ,,m dish can pro·. , , .i.:~,.~. .!~l;fr{~ yide ~our famitWJ@H:l ·1~y. with a de,.
,;~?f1 b<;1ous meal
·it~~=;;:{i;f$i!%i;;r] with. the least
:MfMWt~~ possible effort
,z....,,w.i on your part,,
MYRA WALDO Miss Waldo
.
says.. "Also,
having a series of specially prepared dishes ready in the freezer
means that unexpected guests
can no longer throw .your plans
into confusion."
E'or years women have · been
making good use of food freezers
to cut down on shopping trips,
take advantage of food bargain~,
and keep fresh fq1its and vegetables for year-'round use', but
cookfng specifically for the

free·ier has been less -common.
I t can be equally rewarding.
Because of its usefulness, an
electric f ood freezer is no longer a lux ur y, Miss Waldo says.
N ew design and construction
and a var iety of sizes m ake it
possible to fit one into even a
small kitchen. F r eezer sections
in n ew electric refrigerator freezers also provide stor age
spa·c e for quantities of both
home-cooked and commercially
packaged f,;ozen foods.
In ''Cooking for the Fr eezer,"
the _first cookbook ~ritten exelusively about cooking foods to
freeze, Miss Waldo explains that
when preparing foocls with the
definite purpose of freezing for
future use, the full flavor of the
dish can be retained only by following special procedures.
Since not all foods freeze well,
certain ingredients should be
left out of dishes prepared for
the freezer, Typical of Miss
Waldo's freezer cooking tips ar e
these:
Potatoes become grainy when
frozen, so add them only during
reheating, not before freezing.

To prevent cooked c.:
from shredding or separatinb,
should be frozen when onJ.J
partially cooked.
f Excess ~a~ st~fld be ctutbafay
r om. coo e
a Y mea s e ore
free~mg.•
Vitally important t~ suc~essful
frozen fo(?d pr~parahon 1s .correct cookm g time. T o avoid . a
war med-1;1p, left-ove~ taste m
froze1:1- ,dishe~ especially those
~ont~irung m eat or ~sh, reheatmg t lll'!-e. must be ~educ.t ed from
!he orign:ia~ cooking time. F or
instance, if it norm~Ily tal_ces 1 ½
hours '!I> -cook a g1v~n dish for
immediate consumption, but r eheating the fr!)zen _dish will take
½ hour, cookmg time should b e
1 hour, not 1 ½ hotJrs, or the
frozen f ood, will be overcooked
after reheating.
Miss Waldo gives spe cific directions for preparing a portion
of each recipe "for tonight's dinner," as well as giving cooking,
freezing an d reheating instructions for the r emainder. Thus
one · cookini session provides
several family meals.

Science Building;
_Progress Report
' (See picture on page 6)
by Bob Wilson
About 380 · cubic yards of
concrete and 12 tons of steel
have already gone into the estimated
$2,069,500 science
building project.
At the present time, work
on the project is slightly bogged down by bad weather conditions. A spokesman for the
Max J. Kuney company said
that they aren't doing too
much right now because the
· ground is too sof.t. "There's
about half a dozen men working, and we have a loader, d_ozer, and dragline (crane) still
in operation."
Carl Stark, project manager,
announced that they had run
into a· very bad soil condition.
"Apparently there used to be
a drywash running through the
baseball. field that just left
black top soil there. We are
going to have to dig it all out
and fill it in with sand and
gravel"
Dr. Dana E. Harter, chairman of EWC's chemistry department, disclosed that the
baseball field used to have a
creek running tnrou'g h it in
the summer months. "The
creek was a runoff from the
hills in back of the project."
•Harder said.
"The creek eventually built
up a black loam deposit. Since
the black loam does not have
sufficient compaction strength
to support the foundation, it
will have t o be removed and
r efilled with sand and gravel."
An em·ergency funa of $20,000 to $50,000 t o cover unforseen emergencie$ will be used
in filling in this area, it was reported.
.
The concrete and steel reinforced building is being· built
f or a capacity of 4000 students. This figure was based
on t he expectant enrollment
for 1970.

ree
For every rol I brought in for developing
Kodacolor or Black· & W_hite

24 h.r. ·S ervice
,C heney. Photo

Supply

403 First St. - Cheney

What'II "lhey "lhink
·

f ·Next? _,~~,
.. .,.;;·::::)i1;i?
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BMOClf-.

' Raddy's "powerfu ll y" handy to have around the
farm. Modern farming· in the Inland Emp ire is more
profitable these pay·s because of the time-saving·meth•
ods made possib le by WWP electrical service and at
one of the lowest rates ln the U.S.A.

WASHINGTON WATER POWER CO.

"'B ig l-i'lan On Campus-yea man! He
treats t he gals to Coke. Who can compete
with charm like that. So if you're 5'0"
and a little underweight, remember-you
don't have to be a football hero to be
~opular. Just rely on the good tast~ of
Coke. Put in a big supply today!

BE REAllY REFRESHED
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
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Spring Quarter
Registration
Procedures

First Orchestra Tour
From EW Next Week
EWCE's orchestra will make
its first annual tour of Eastern
Washington next week. The
group, under the direction of
Marvin Mutchnik, leaves Tuesday, March 21, to play in high
schools at Quincy, Ephrata,
and Moses Lake. On Wednesday the orchestra will visit'
Grand Coulee, Okanogan, and
Republic, with a final concert
Thursday at Wilbur.
A varied prof;'!ram is planned
by Mr. Mutchnik, and will cover a full range of orchestra materials, from the classics to
modern Broadway show tunes.
With the hope that familiarity
with the instruments brings
moue enjoyment to the audience, Mr. Mutchnik will have
sever.al members demonstrate
their instruments during each
e:oncert.
Members of the orchestra,
and their instruments, are:
Marsha
J3lomquist, , Luella
Johnson, and Sheila Catterall,
1st violins; Marilyn Owen, Valeri'e Buffa, John Terris, and
Linda Wilson, 2nd violins;
Francis Conroy, viola; Jean
Kerr, cello· and Sharon Wilson, bass viol.
Members of the EWCE symphonic band who will be assisting the orchestra are: Carty
Strait, flute; Carol Ann Smith,
oboe; Mel Hotchkiss, and Carol
Dobbins, clarinet; Dick Boberg
and Bob Schlecht, bassoons ;
Reynola Harlan, horn; Mike
Warner and Charles LaBounty,
trumpets; Alan Powell and
Terry Dougherty, trombones;
Gary VanHorn and Barbara
Horn, percussion; and Fonda

Registration will begin on
Monday, March 27 at 8 a. m. in
Martin Hall gymnasium.
Graduate students. seniors,
and the orientation guides
may register from 8 until
10:30 a. m .
Juniors are scheduled to
register. from 10:30 a. m. until
1 p. m., and the sophomores
from 1 until 3.
Freshn1~n will register on
Tuesday, March 28 at the following times and in the following alphab~tical order:
8-K and L
8:45-l')t
9:3().,N, 0, P. Q, R
10:15-S
' 11- T, U, V, W. X, Y, rZ.
11:45-A and B
12:30-C and D
1:15-E. F. G
2-H, I, J
2:45-All those who did not
register
with
the
above
groups.
On both days of registration
Martin Hall gymnasium will
close at 4 p. m.
Before any student may
register, it is necessary for
him to pick up a copy of his
grades on the second floor of
Showalter. Grades will be distributed starting at 7:30 a. m.
March 27.
The following steps have
been established to facilitate
registration procedure.
1. Report first to your counselor, present your grade copy,
pick up signed, approved registration pooklet and then go
directly to Martin Hall gymnasium to register. YOU MUST
PRES~NT
YOUR
GRADE
COPY AND REGISTRATION
BOOKLET IN ORDER TO BE
ADMITTED TO THE GYMNASIUM.
2. Report to Health and
Physical Education table to
have registration booklet approved.
3. Men students report to
ROTC table to have registration booklet approved.
4. Report to Nurse's table to
have your registration booklet
approved.
5. Report to Departmental
Secretaries to be tallied into
your classes that were approvE.d by your counselor. Tally
clerk will initial registration
booklet; be sure you have
printed in the name of each
jnstructor in the column headed "Instructor's Signature."
6. Fill out and leave a class
card with the Departmental
Secretary for each class in
which you enroll.
7. After you have finished
filling out the entire registration booklet, proceed to the
"Checkers" table to have your ·
booklet checked and stamped
''Approved for Payment."
8. From the checkers table
proceed directly to the Cashier's table in the classroom to ,
the south of Martin Hall gymnasium where you will pay
.'J'OUr fee s. You will leave the
· Business Office Card with the
clerk who accepts your money.
9. From the Cashier's t able
go directly down the hall to
lhe next room and deposit
your booklet with one of the
clerks.
10. If you are a veteran, attending on the G. I. Bill, you
.. hould report immediately to
the Veteran's Clerk, Room S209 (Showalter Hall).
11. Registration is now completed.

American Chemical
Society
A tour was made by the junior affiliate tri-school chapter
of the American Chemical society of the Uranium processin.e; plant at Ford. Washin.e;ton, last Friday afternoon.
Dr. Vincent Stevens, faculty advisor, accompanied the
tour, said chapter president,
Dave Lewis.

Thomas Receives
NSF Biology Grant

Internal Revenue
Cautions Filers

Dr. Duncan M. Thomson, assistant professor of biology at
EWCE, is a recipient of one of
20 National Science foundation
awards to the summer institution in radiation biology at the
University of Washington.
The eight-week course, beginning June 19, includes a
survey of radiation as applied
to biology, including techniques of handling radioactive
materials and biological studies with radiois-otopes.
Last week of the session will
be spent at the Hanford operations radiobiological laboratories at Richland .
Dr. Thomson received his
tloctorate degree for a research study -of radioactive calcium metabolism at the University of California. He also
has summer reseaerch ·e xperience at the UW in the matabolism of strontium 90.
Two years ago Dr. Thomson
was awarded · a summer research fel~owship by the
American Physiological society
for research at the University
of California Donner Radiation
laboratory.

Care should be taken in the
preparation of 1960 federal income tax returns to enter all
social security numbers in the
appropriate space on page 1
of the return, district director
Neal S. Warren of the internal
revenue service cautioned taxpayers today.

MENC Chapter Wil.1

Host M,usic Eds.
EWCE's student chapter of
the Music Educators National
conference will play host to
the Northwest Music Educators Conference to be held in
Spokane's Davenport hotel
March l4-l8. The conference
will provide clinics and forums
covering all aspects of music
teaching, and will draw educators from throughout the
no thwest.
Besides hosting at the student member's luncheon on
Saturday, March 18. Eastern's
MENC chapter will provide
housing for out of town members attending the conference.

"Sometimes joint filers neglect to enter both their social
security numbers," Warren
pointed out.
"It's an understandable oversight, but we'd like to ask tax_.
payers to check this entry carefully, as well as their arithmetic en the return."

Prince Matr<habelli
Cologne
,Re,rlon Moisture Lotion
½ Price

i,

Cheney Drug

II

Warren H. Westerman
"Next to the Free Press"

1M usic Scholarships
Students wishing to apply
or re-apply for music scholarships during the 1961-62 school
year should contact Mr. Marvin Mutchnik before April 5th.
These scholarships cover the
cost of applied music instrucUon and are granted for the
three quarter school year. Any
student is eligible for these
scholarships and they are
granted solely on musical ability and desire to learn.

- '

.PROMPT. COURTEOl:JS SERVICE

·City Dry Cleaners
Tailoring and Repain
ALTERAT.IONS
Laundry Service

Flanigan, baritone and typewriter.
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